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The Only Certain Freedom: 
Book Ambassador Toolkit

________ HOW TO HELP ________

Thank you for helping me get the word out about my new book. Your support means a great deal to me. 
There are a number of ways you can help to promote The Only Certain Freedom, before the book’s official 
launch on March 6 and beyond. Here’s how: 

Post To Social Media

Post about The Only Certain Freedom on your networks—whether Facebook, LinkedIn or Twitter, as often as 
you feel comfortable but, ideally, at least three times each. On the Ambassadors page, click on the “Social 
Media Graphics” button for downloadable graphics. Click on “Social Media Posts” for some sample, pre-
written posts for Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram and Twitter. These are just examples. You can use them if 
you like, or please feel free to share your thoughts and impressions about the book.

Write an Amazon Review

Amazon reviews matter: not only do they encourage potential book purchasers, they increase my book’s 
rankings on Amazon. We’re asking every Ambassador to write a review—and to encourage others to 
do the same. You don’t need to have purchased the book on Amazon to review. More information about 
Amazon Reviews are in the next section. 

Click here to write a review (and don’t forget to share with your networks).

Email Your Networks 

Would you share your thoughts about the book with others in your network, either through an e-blast or 
by contacting 20 relevant people in your network? Are you able to help promote upcoming events and book 
signings this spring? Your endorsements to your network will propel the book both in your city and field. 

Promote Events & Book Signings

There is an event in Sausalito, CA on March 8 with plans for more events in Toronto and Seattle (more 
info here). I would appreciate your support in sharing the event pages and hope you can attend an event in 
your own city. 

Host A Book Club

Do you belong to a book club, and would you consider adding The Only Certain Freedom to your reading list? 
We have a range of materials to support book clubs, such as the Q&A at the end of this document, and can 
offer signed copies for multiple purchases. For more information, please contact Lynne O’Neill at Lynne@ 
extraordinaryconversations.com.

Suggest Media Connections

It’s common knowledge: in the media landscape it’s who you know, not just what you know. If you think any 
media industry contacts or colleagues would be interested in finding out about The Only Certain Freedom, 

please do let me know at Patrick@extraordinaryconversations.com. I’d love to discuss ideas for coverage 
with you, too. 

Visit Independent Bookstores

Independent booksellers often find out about a new book when customers request copies in person. 
Consider visiting your local bookstore to ask a staff member to order in The Only Certain Freedom. This will 
ensure the book is on the store’s radar, and increase the likelihood of continued orders.

DO YOU HAVE ADDITIONAL IDEAS? PLEASE LET ME KNOW. 
THANK YOU SINCERELY FOR YOUR SUPPORT.

http://a.co/4tQOqgv
http://www.thefourdirections.com/books-by-patrick/
http://www.thefourdirections.com/books-by-patrick/
mailto:lynne@extraordinaryconversations.com
mailto:lynne@extraordinaryconversations.com
mailto:Patrick@extraordinaryconversations.com
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________ AMAZON REVIEWS ________

It’s no secret that Amazon is the behemoth of online retailers, accounting for 83% of ebook purchases in 

the US. In Canada, Amazon makes $1.4 billion in book sales each year.

As a result, Amazon reviews are incredibly important. I would love your support by writing a review on 
Amazon.com.

Writing Compelling Reviews

When writing a review on Amazon:

1. Be Honest: Really! I want to know what you think. 

2. Include specific elements from the book: While short, concise reviews are excellent, it’s 
helpful if you can mention at least one element from the book that left an impression on you. You 
could also share quotes from the book that really inspired you.

3. Play by the rules: If you have received my book as an advanced reader, be sure to mention this 
in your review. (“I received this book in exchange for an honest review.” is the standard phrasing.) 
Likewise, make sure you do not add URLs to products on sites other than Amazon. If you do not 
follow Amazon’s community guidelines, your review may be removed from the site.

Example Reviews

“The Only Certain Freedom’s use of mythology to explore one modern entrepreneur’s journey was incredibly 
compelling. Patrick O’Neill’s writing was concise and provided me with so many starting points to map my 
own Hero’s Journey.”

“The Only Certain Freedom is David to this world’s Goliath. Highly-enjoyable and required reading for the 
change makers of the world.”

“Patrick O’Neill, gifted entrepreneur and consultant, can add exceptional storyteller to his repertoire. The 

Only Certain Freedom is completely unputdownable! I found so much insight that I can apply to my own life. 
I’m so glad I found this book.”

How to Post an Amazon Review for The Only Certain Freedom

To leave a review of The Only Certain Freedom, please visit the Amazon page. 

1. Scroll down to the bottom of the page to the customer reviews section. There should be a big 
yellow button that says “Write a Customer Review.” You will need to be logged into your Amazon 
account to continue.

2. Select a star rating and compose a title for your review. Think about how a review would catch 
your eye normally, and compose a title. Some sample ideas include “A book for every business 
owner!” or “Myth meets modern-day in compelling autobiography.”

3. Write your review, double check it for typos, and then submit. Amazon will screen your review, 
and publish it to the product page within 48 hours.

4. When you’re done, there’s one more thing you can do: Share the book, or your review, on 

Facebook or Twitter. If you have a Goodreads account, you can also repost your review there 
with a simple copy and paste.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!

The Only Certain Freedom: 
Book Ambassador Toolkit

https://publishdrive.com/amazon-ebook-market-share/
https://publishdrive.com/amazon-ebook-market-share/
http://a.co/4tQOqgv
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________ SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS TO USE ________

Please write social media posts as you see fit. Need inspiration or want to simply copy and paste? Some 
examples are below. 

PRE-LAUNCH POSTS (POST ANYTIME BEFORE MARCH 6) 

Facebook and LinkedIn

My friend, @Patrick O’ Neill, will launch his remarkable new book, THE ONLY CERTAIN FREEDOM, on 
March 6.

From the cover copy: “THE ONLY CERTAIN FREEDOM is an inspirational and practical guide for 
budding entrepreneurs who are driven to test the drive of their convictions, discover the universal truths 
that underlie their personal journey, and turn their nascent hope for a more fulfilling life into reality.”

More information here: http://a.co/4tQOqgv

Please consider sharing with your communities!

Twitter

My friend @PatrickONeill’s new #book launches on March 6! More here: http://a.co/4tQOqgv

#OnlyCertainFeedomBook #Mythology

LAUNCH DAY POSTS: FOR MARCH 6 ONLY

Facebook and LinkedIn

THE ONLY CERTAIN FREEDOM, a new book by celebrated teacher, mediator, consultant—and my 
friend—@Patrick O’ Neill, launches today!

I just ordered my copy and I’m looking forward to gaining perspective on success, happiness and feeling 
fulfilled. His advice and counsel has always proven wise and I highly recommend this original and thought-
provoking book!

Get yours here: http://a.co/4tQOqgv

Twitter

#OnlyCertainFeedomBook releases today! More info here: http://a.co/4tQOqgv

#Entrepreneurship #StartUp #NewBook 

POST-LAUNCH DAY POSTS: FROM MARCH 7 ONWARDS

Facebook and LinkedIn

1. I’m currently turning the pages of THE ONLY CERTAIN FREEDOM, by my friend, @Patrick O’ 
Neill.

I highly recommend this book to anyone looking for a fresh perspective on life and career 
this spring! Learning about Patrick’s transformation from an unfulfilled PR exec to a thriving 

The Only Certain Freedom: 
Book Ambassador Toolkit

http://a.co/4tQOqgv
http://a.co/4tQOqgv
http://a.co/4tQOqgv
http://a.co/4tQOqgv
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entrepreneur is inspiring to say the least. Also, it’s an ideal way to brush up on my mythology; 
Patrick has gleaned valuable lessons from these ancient stories, proving that myth and legend 
remain relevant.

[Optional: Add a photo of the book cover. You can find that in the Social Media Graphics button.]

http://www.thefourdirections.com/books-by-patrick/

2. Have you picked up THE ONLY CERTAIN FREEDOM yet?

In his recently launched book, my friend @Patrick O’ Neill incorporates his own story and lessons 
gleaned from ancient mythology to offer an original guide for the budding entrepreneur. My 
favorite quote: [Short quote of your choosing]

Find out more here: http://www.thefourdirections.com/books-by-patrick/

3. Do you have 2 minutes to spare today?

Consider writing a short @Amazon review of my friend @Patrick O’ Neill’s new book, THE 
ONLY CERTAIN FREEDOM. In our increasingly transactional and fast-paced world, Patrick 
provides a timely and thought-provoking perspective on working in according with one’s values 
and convictions.

http://a.co/4tQOqgv

Twitter

1. #AmReading (and enjoying!) #OnlyCertainFreedomBook by Patrick O’ Neill. #Entrepreneurship

[Optional: Add a photo of the book cover. You can find that in the Social Media Graphics button.]

http://www.thefourdirections.com/books-by-patrick/

2. Grabbed your copy of #OnlyCertainFreedomBook yet? More info here: http://www.
thefourdirections.com/books-by-patrick/

[Optional: Add a photo of the book cover. You can find that in the Social Media Graphics button.]

3. Have 2 mins to spare? Write an @amazon review of my friend Patrick O’ Neill’s 
#OnlyCertainFreedomBook http://a.co/4tQOqgv

The Only Certain Freedom: 
Book Ambassador Toolkit

________ SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS TO USE ________

http://www.thefourdirections.com/books-by-patrick/
http://www.thefourdirections.com/books-by-patrick/
http://a.co/4tQOqgv
http://www.thefourdirections.com/books-by-patrick/
http://www.thefourdirections.com/books-by-patrick/
http://www.thefourdirections.com/books-by-patrick/
http://a.co/4tQOqgv
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The Only Certain Freedom explores the process, pitfalls, and triumphs of 
leaving the corporate world in order to fashion a career that matches 
our heartfelt values. Written by management consultant, teacher, and 
writer, Patrick O’Neill, this book will help budding entrepreneurs find the 
courage of their convictions, discover the universal truths that underlie 
their personal hero journey, and turn their nascent hope for a better 
career and more fulfilling life into reality.

The Only Certain Freedom tells the narrative of Patrick O’Neill’s own 
experience as he struggled to take control of his career path while 
connecting each twist and turn of his story to different ancient myths, 
clarifying the common threads of human struggle and illuminating the 
profound wisdom at the heart of human experience.

While The Only Certain Freedom is truly a book for our era of empowered 
individualism, it is also a testament to the universality of human 
experience from time immemorial. While it promotes the individual 
seeker, it also connects his or her journey to the hardship and joy that all 
of us face when we decide to take the risks necessary to find success.

The Only Certain Freedom shows that while we often think of our 
experiences as unique, we are, at the end of the day, fallible humans and 
we have as much to learn from each other―past and present―as ever.

PATRICK O’NEILL leads Extraordinary Conversations Inc., a Toronto-
based management consulting firm founded in 1988.

The firm specializes in change management, leadership development, team 
performance, organizational communications, and conflict resolution.

A gifted teacher, consultant, mediator, and mentor, Patrick has worked with 
thousands of people and hundreds of teams and organizations over thirty 
years. He has contributed to the practices of leadership and wise governance 
by developing leading-edge organizational effectiveness programs that are 
practical, pragmatic, and applicable to the workplace and community.

Patrick’s expertise in organizational dynamics has taken him to global 
corporations in North America, Europe, and Asia-Pacific; to the 
townships of South Africa; and to the peace process in the Middle East.

Patrick was a volunteer board member of the Angeles Arrien Foundation 
for Cross-Cultural Education and Research, a non-profit charitable 
organization based in San Francisco. He is also a past president of the 
Learning Disabilities Association of Ontario. Currently, he is a volunteer 
advisor to War Child Canada, Pathways to Education, and the Adrian 
Dominican Sisters. He is also an advisor to Ryerson University’s Certificate 
in Ethics program. Patrick’s insights on leadership are regularly featured 
in national newspapers like the Globe and Mail. He is also the author of A 

Hundred Chances: Short Meditations on Opportunity, Risk and Probability.

THE ONLY CERTAIN FREEDOM
The Transformative Journey of the 
Entrepreneur

Patrick O’Neill
Published by Thunder Mountain
Pub Date: March 6, 2018
$17.95 US / $22.95 CDN
Paperback 5.5” x 8.5” / 172pp 
ISBN: 978-1-7751722-0-8

The Only Certain Freedom
The Transformative Journey of the Entrepreneur

www.extraordinaryconversations.com

www.thefourdirections.com
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1) Tell us about your motivation for writing The Only Certain Freedom. 

The book coincides with Extraordinary Conversations’ 30th anniversary as a business and 
looks back over those 30 years to recognize the narrative of how that journey began.

The Only Certain Freedom focuses on the transition from being an employee to generating a 
business that is profitable and aides one’s own growth and development. 

I have had an interest in mythology since I was in school. Marshall McLuhan said the 
electronic age would catapault us forward and backwards in time simultaneously. Forward in 
time was easy to understand, but I couldn’t figure out what he meant by going backwards. 

After reflection it occurred to me that it’s really about the old stories that shape our psyches 
from generation to generation. We live through myth and myth lives through us, whether 
we recognize it or not. So it’s very important to recover some of these old stories in the 
context of our modern lives. 

2) What strength do you receive from thinking of the entrepreneur’s journey as a 

hero’s journey? What strength do you understand others taking from it, based on 

feedback you have received about the book to date?

It gives a sense of not being alone. One of the difficulties of starting anything new is the 
loneliness of departing from everything you know, the status quo, which is a cozy place. 
That’s why we can get stuck there: in our job, in a relationship. We might not like it 
but we become mesmerized by familiarity. The old stories are companions as you make 
your way one step at a time from the familiar to the unfamiliar. And that’s the story of 
the entrepreneur: always stretching the comfort zone, taking risk, walking in a different 
direction from the dominant culture. 

3) What do you want people to do upon reading the book?

I’ve called this the mythic journey of the entrepreneur, but this book is for a broader 
audience, too. It’s for anyone who is stuck; anyone unhappy with status quo; anyone who 
feels trapped in a way of thinking, in work or relationship. The Only Certain Freedom provides 
a map, a way to breakthrough. 

4) Why turn to mythology instead of the traditional self-help or business books? 

I love what Jean Houston says about mythology. “Many of us live on the surface of our lives, 
out of a very diminished and reduced notion of who and what we are, where we’re going, 
what we can become. Myth is the remedy to this. Myth patterns the possibility of our larger 
story. It provides us with a domain of experience that our little, local lives have not provided. 
Myth gives us routes that we can take toward this larger life. Because we are storied and 
mythic, we can re-enchant the world.”

If our world ever needed re-enchantment, it is now.

Mythology is about reinventing the world. In myth, someone ventures into the world, has 
trials and tribulations, and returns to society with a gift. In commerce, you see this story 
everyday: people reinventing what’s possible. Mythology is a map for this.

The Only Certain Freedom: 
Q&A with Author Patrick O’Neill
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It’s also a wonderful guide for what to do when you lose your way or when you fail. 300 
million people take a new product or service to market every year. At least 50 percent of 
new business ventures fail.

5) As you mention, millions of business start-ups launch around the world every 

year. For those considering starting a business, what are some of the core character 

strengths you see as essential to success?

Self-trust, self-trust, self-trust. From my work with leaders across the continent, I have 
learned that the self-critic is often stronger than our sense of self-worth. That’s dangerous 
if you’re going to be an entrepreneur or if you’re going to do something new and different 
with your life. Self-worth needs to be at least as strong as the self-critic. We feed the critic 
gourmet meals and—by doing so—cut away at our own inner resources.

The self-critic has a role. Give it a room in the house but don’t let it trash the whole house. 
After all, it can tell us something about continuous improvement and course correction.

Fear is the enemy. The first five years of your business can be terrifying. If there’s one thing I 
would tell my younger self it’s don’t be so afraid. My experience is that people will hide; they 
won’t answer the call to adventure; they’ll talk themselves out of it; they’ll be half-hearted; they 
won’t trust themselves. You have to grow self-trust through a steady diet of affirmative self-
talk and battle against fear.

6) How did you decide which heroes’ stories to include in The Only Certain Freedom? 

Are they legends you have always had an affinity for, or did you research them 

specifically for the book?

I was guided to them. At the beginning of the book I speak about losing my way in the 
corporate world; sacrificing my values for success, worshipping the small god of success. 
That produced a real haunting in me. 

When I was on a long tour of Europe with a client, I found myself exhausted in Paris, so 
exhausted I couldn’t get out of bed. In the book I feature the story of Jonah. Paris was my own 
experience of being swallowed by the whale. That story is all about being reflective of one’s 
choices and—when you are going in the wrong direction—stopping to set a different course. 

Similarly, I see the story of Theseus and the Minotaur as an externalized reflection of internal 
processes. The Minotaur at the heart of the labyrinth is the shadow self, the self-critic. In 
The Only Certain Freedom I explain how important it is to befriend yourself at a deeper level 
and employ your talents, resourcefulness and character to leap into the unknown. That’s the 
journey, the hero’s journey.

When you start something new all you have are your ideas, and who you are, so if you don’t 
manage yourself, you can easily become your own worst competitor. 

7) Is there a favourite hero’s journey that particularly inspires you? What are some 

of the anecdotes you are most excited to share with readers?

I love the story of King Midas. He amasses great wealth—after all, anything he touches turns 
to gold. One day he brushes his daughter who also turns to gold. The cost of his greed is the 
loss of the most important relationship in his life.

The Only Certain Freedom: 
Q&A with Author Patrick O’Neill
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The pursuit of wealth can damage relationships if it is not balanced with intimacy. Where 
do we see this impoverishment of relationships within society? Everywhere. Many people 
are conditioned to think their life’s success depends on net worth, but we have the highest 
divorce rates of anywhere in the world. 

Midas is a wonderful teaching story of what’s most important in our lives and what happens 
when we become obsessed by wealth and power. 

8) How has writing the book changed how you reflect on, and perceive, your own 

career journey as an entrepreneur?

I didn’t realize I was setting out on a mythic journey when I made the leap from someone’s 
employee to running my own business. I was unhappy with my life, the Agency where I 
worked, and the false values that were driving me. I had lost my way and was searching for a 
kind of redemption. Looking back, I recognize that, like everyone, my journey had parallels in 
mythology. I heeded a call to adventure, faced challenges and temptations, had a death-rebirth, 
and a transformation. The classic hero’s journey through the medium of starting a business. 

9) “Trust Yourself” is one of the ten lessons you list in the Epilogue. Elsewhere in the 

book you discuss the similarities between an entrepreneur and the archetypal Fool. 

How can one better hone instinct and—in many cases, embrace the wisdom of the 

light-travelling, perceptive Fool? 

I look at the Fool as the archetypal symbol of awakening: I don’t hold a pejorative 
relationship to that archetype. I see the Fool’s journey as one from innocence to experience. 
When you’re starting a business, you are an innocent. The Fool is about letting go of 
convention and certainty and trusting yourself to step into the unknown, recognizing that 
you already have or can find everything you need, to be successful. The Fool provides a 
reminder to search for that youthful place in your own nature because that’s where the fire 
exists—in that youthful, exuberant, creative space.

10) We live in a world where, it seems, some of the most infamous leaders are 

anything but heroic and our appetite for consumerism and social media erodes a 

deeper understanding of multi-generational lessons or history. Why do you think 

it important for us to actively engage in understanding mythology, especially in 

business?

Mythology helps us understand how to be wise leaders. It also shows us the consequences of 
of losing our way by being seduced by money, sex and power. These themes are perennial. 
Today, we worry about the corruption of democracy and the rise of tyranny. Again, all themes 
that are central to our pre-history. I think every business person would do well to understand 
the universal truths embedded in world mythology: interpersonal conflict, morality and 
immorality, the purpose of a quest, coming of age, and what constitutes right relationship with 
the natural and supernatural world. Myth is useful in helping us to understand how we live 
in the face of challenges, what to do when you lose your way, how to discover what is most 
meaningful: and what constitutes true success.

The Only Certain Freedom: 
Q&A with Author Patrick O’Neill


